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Abstract 
 

Underwater acoustic communication (UAC) is an arrangement of transmitting 

and receiving data underneath the water. There are numerous strategies to 

adventure such associations, but each model has most customarily utilizing 

hydrophones.  The UAC is complex to communicate because of multipath 

propagation, time-varying nature, less to be had the bandwidth, and signal 

attenuation. Increasing demand for bandwidth, efficiency, spatial diversity, 

and performance of underwater acoustic communication has opened doors for 

the use of Multi-Input and Multi-Output (MIMO). Multicarrier modulation in 

the form of OFDM is used to facilities the high-rate transmission over long 

dispersive channels, while multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques 

increase the system capacity. A combination of MIMO and Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has proved to be a promising 

solution for many scenarios in UWA communication. the designs are 

differentiated based on the complexity and overall performance of 

optimizations be verified based on different modulations schemes for feature 

investigation. The entire UAC channel, receivers are developed and verified 

by using MATLAB software, observe the probability of error, signal to noise 

ratio, and detection probability. 
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1 Introduction 

 The underwater acoustic communication is ever increasing demand for 

many applications. The bandwidth, spatial diversity, and efficiency of UAC 

are improving by the selection of techniques and optimization models. The 

electromagnetic, radiofrequency and optical waves do not propagate in 

seawater, along with this signal has attenuated strongly. The acoustic signal 

only feasible option for long-range communication in UAC. The UAC 

channel is unique compared to other communication channels, because of 

many distinctive features, where bandwidth limitation has been a significant 

task which can drive the UAC channel. Multiple input and multiple-

output(MIMO), Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) resolve 

the many limitations of UAC to some extent. Since the multipath UAC design 

crossover the barriers and project concerns.  

 The angle domain and frequency selective channel estimation algorithm 

with the MIMO model had been designed[1]. This algorithm is divided into 

two phases, at first step non-zero tap positions are identified, and the next 

stage angle domain coefficients are recognized. This model effectively 

estimates the frequency selective channel for reducing the complexity of 

UAC. The modern works related to various UAC assessment methods like 

pilot based, least square (LS) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) 

models are reviewed and conclude those future techniques for channel 

estimation. The generalized likelihood ratio detectors working is verifying the 

errors due to time variations in the channel[2]. Researchers from the past two 

decades enhance bit error rates and data rates. The OFDM is an alternative 

technique for single-carrier modulation, because of its robustness against 

multipath nature it quickly solves the inter-symbol interference. The smooth 

realization of the MIMO model improves the sophisticated equalizer function.  

The multipath communication degrades the channel efficiency compared to 

single carrier transmission, to mitigate these issues MIMO-OFDM underwater 

communication system approaches are distributed over all channels. The 

doppler scale schemes are proposed for computational acoustic signals, and 

this scheme had tested moving at a speed of 2.5m/s in the yellow sea[3]. The 

underwater acoustic communication and its data rates have improved by 

applying the frequency hoped communication techniques. The models named 

as multiple chirp shift keying mechanisms are implemented; this technique 

validates the better signal to noise ratio and better performance. The bit error 

rate in this experiment was calculated as MFSK-FH  100bps, this system 

improves the bandwidth efficiency of an underwater mode[4].  
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The anti-multi path, multi carries communication method has been designed 

based on orthogonal chirp multiplexing technology. This method also 

improves the obstacles, in homogeneity, and fading parameters. The 

simulation results outperform the bit error rate, anti multipath superiority. 

The OFDM model provides the high robustness of multipath communication 

for UAC. Guard intervals can solve the issue of inter-carrier interference at 

the time of transmission. This work is most suitable for underwater channel 

estimation to eliminating the breaks of UAC [5]. The dynamic nature of the 

underwater channel usually creates the propagation delays and multi hope 

problem, this a common issue faced by every acoustic sensor networks. 

Selective dynamic multi-hop UAC overcomes these limitations. This 

architecture reduces the end-to-end delay efficiently without any energy 

consumption. The low transmission, signal to noise ratio, and delay problems 

are further verified for UAC[6]. The underwater acoustic networks are 

functioned depending upon the localization model. Radiowaves and optical 

waves were heavily attenuated in water, therefore acoustic signals became a 

standard signal for UAC. The environmental factors quickly affected the 

speed of sound waves; the wrong acoustic signals will seriously generating the 

mispositioning results. Therefore least square error and symmetry correction 

techniques are implemented for balancing the uncertainty of acoustic signals. 

The applied symmetry correction and localization algorithm archives the 

excellent performance, and it is not at all sensitive to the velocity of an 

acoustic signal[7]. 

 UAC adoptive location and wake-up signal detection technique can focus 

on the power consumption of every transmission. Compared to conventional 

wireless signal detection mechanisms developed wake-up signal detection 

design much better also counterparts the fading and low signal to noise ratio. 

The outcomes are challenging the traditional methods by consideration of 

thresholding and false alarm rates [8]. The wake-up signal detection process is 

an individual approach, it does not depend upon receivers. The 

acknowledgment process decided the wake-up signal arrived or not, with this 

energy consumption has been diminished. 

 The existing acoustic communication system provides high data rates, 

energy efficiency, and low latency. This model transfer usability to industry, 

military, oil control, climate monetarization, and oceanography investigations. 

These applications possible by un-manned vehicles and submarines deployed 

in the UAC. In this model, low computational underwater optical 

communication is implemented instead of an acoustic system. This hybrid 

approach presented a high data rate and less probability error [9]. 

 The limited bandwidth and data rates can improve underwater acoustic 

communication. The inter symbol-interference not only affecting the UAC but 

also depending on co-channel interference. Performance loss, traditional 

channel estimation, and co-channel interference parameters are estimated 

based on the decision feedback equalizer mechanism. This investigation  
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mainly focuses on filter coefficients and interference cancellation. The 

decision feedback equalization technique simulation result demonstrates the 

effectiveness of outcomes [10-15]. Channel estimation and time vary the 

nature of UAC, paying attention to MIMO-OFDM techniques.The rest of the 

paper fallows in section 2 Basic concepts concepts of UAC are demonstrated. 

Section 3 describes the UAC massive MIMO challenges and advantages. 

Section-4 explains Channel dissimilarity issues based on modulation Section-

5 conclusion 

 

2 Basic concepts of UAC 

 The bellhop simulators model is used to estimating the channel responses 

for selected for investigation. The sea depth has varied from one meter to 10 

meters and the selection of transducers 1 to n depending upon the application. 

The distance between the hydrophone and n-transducer ranged from 100 

meters to 1000 meters. We can cross verify the communication between mth 

transduces to the nth hydrophone. The simulator itself contains the option like 

the multipath selection here 2 to 10 multipaths are selected for operating. The 

primary channel delay is assumed as 15 ms, and the traditional spare channel 

is chosen for present and future investigations. Figure 1 shows Research 

model. 

 
Figure 1 Research model 

 

 For our convenience various parameters are assumed such as transmitter 

TXm, receiver RXn, the distance from Transmitter/receiver to sea depth is 

denoted as d, the Range of length represented as R. The speed of the acoustic 

signal is constant 1m to 20m from sea depth. The modulation scheme 

selecting for this experiment was BPSK,QPSK and 8PSK  at 6.4kbit/s, the  
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carrier frequency of 15.5KHz. The data rates were maintained as 96k 

symbols/s, SNR has attained around >28dB for more than eight hydrophones.  

 The peak average power ratio and power signal (PAPR) decided the 

energy efficiency of the underwater communication system. Because of 

superimposed multipath signals, constructive power is raising. The channel 

estimation models can diminish the following PAPR parameters; along this 

MIMO-OFDM can solve the multi-carrier problems. Until various methods do 

not solve entire problems in underwater communication, so we are moving to 

massive MIMO mechanisms with advanced optimization models[16]. Due to 

the complex and time-varying nature of the underwater acoustic environment 

creates a suspicious operation and signal attenuations. The following 

overheads are balanced by applying the UWAC sensor networks [17]. 

 

2.1  Design parameters of UAC 

 To design an efficient underwater communication system is only possible 

by massive MIMO-OFDM methods. These models are made efficient by 

using various optimization mechanisms. Figure 2 shows Multipath Channel. 

 

 
Figure 2 Multipath Channel 

 

 The transmitter and receiver in the massive MIMO-UAC channel consist 

of Doppler shift effects, the relative motion happening in UAC either source 

side or receiver side, and both. The negotiation of the Doppler shift causes 

errors in the communication system. Therefore in our approach for the UAC 

channel estimation Doppler scaling factor has been calculated for perfect 

results.Dp = Doppler scalling factor    = z
th
 of the incident angle at selected 

acoustic signal[18] 
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This mathematical equation calculates the Doppler shift velocity of transmitter 

or receiver, in this equation 1 Vrdenotes the TX/RX speed, ‗c‘ represents the 

speed of the acoustic wave in water. Generally, in UAC the ‗c‘ is very high 

~Vr, this condition makes the Dp almost negligible, when the speed of the 

acoustic waves is less than Dips more. Based on this type of theoretical and 

experimental calculations differentiate sub carries, resulting in that multipath 

communication is established. The impact of Dp for multi carriers creates an 

inter-carrier interference[19].  

 The non-linear UAC spectrum degrades the performance of acoustic 

signals [20 21]. The OFDM techniques were available for the reduction of 

PAPR depending on precoding selective mapping and false intervals [22 23]. 

 

2.2  UAC Massive MIMO system 

 The advanced massive MIMO-OFDM model consists of Mt transducers 

and Mr receivers. The time duration has represented as t
‖
 = t+tg 

Where t is the OFDM frame duration, t
‖
=overall time duration of OFDM  

tg = Guard interval.  

Fk = Fc +k/T 

K= -K/2  ….. K/2-1                                         (2) 

Where Fc denotes carrier frequency,Fk = subcarrier frequency, 1/T = spacing 

between subcarriers. K = number of subcarriers and bandwidth B.W = K/T. 

Eu(k) is theencrypted data symbol, P(T) = pulse shaping filter. Using these 

parameters calculating the N
th
 transducer transmitted signal.  

 ̃N(t)=   {[∑     [ ]    
 

 
         

]        }                [    ]   (3) 

The transmitter and receiver (v,u), pair for multipath channel consists of  Sv,u 

paths, utilizing these elements generating the impulse response can be 

calculated as  

          ∑      (  (        ))
    
                             (4) 

     = Amplitude,      = Time delay    = Doppler shift factor. 

This mathematical computations clearly explains the impulse response of the 

present dynamic nature of underwater communication. The output signal at v
th 

receiver and noise acceptance is given by  

      ∑ ∑       
    
   

  
    ̃ ((        )      )           (5) 

In this equation,nv is noise acceptance in output signal receiver model. 

The BPSK modulation scheme within a bit duration Tb, the two different 

phase states of the carrier signal are represented as 

         )2cos()(1 tfAts cC        bTt 0  for binary 1                   (6) 

          )2cos()(0  tfAts cC       bTt 0  for binary 0           (7) 

The QPSK signal within a symbol duration Tb is defined as 

        
)2cos()( nctftS 

    bTt 0
  n=1,2,3,4                      (8) 

where the signal phase is given by 
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4/)12(  nn                                              (9) 

Where in the 8 Phase-Shift Keying (8PSK) is a form of phase modulation with 

eight phase states located at 0, π, +/-(π/4), +/-(π/2) and +/-(3π/4) radians in the 

IQ plane. 

 

3 UAC Massive MIMO Challenges and Advantages 

 In this section, we are discussing various challenges and benefits of 

Massive MIMO technique for UAC transmission schemes. The channel 

estimation is mainly depending upon massive MIMO architecture. The 

frequency, angle and phase-based MIMO-OFDM work have attained some 

improvement [24]. But, most of the cases necessary developments are needed 

for UAC, the recent technology mainly concentrate on deep learning 

techniques which are great potential in communication technology. The deep 

learning-based underwater communication can solve the dynamic nature of 

channel and time varying parameters has to adjust. The channel estimation 

and its applications solves the acoustic signal limitations and give solutions to 

many problems. The decision feedback equalizer is designed for new channel 

estimation purpose [25]. This experiment performed on the south china sea, 

the communication range R = 8km has been fixed and implement the training 

experiment. This experimental outcomes clearly demonstrate the decision 

feedback equalizer and its error free transmission. Figure 3 shows Layout of 

the experiment. 

 
Figure 3 Layout of the experiment 

 

 This experiment calculates the delay vs frequency analysis and delay vs 

amplitude analysis. The decision feedback receiver established error-free 

transmission and demonstrate that deep learning receivers improves the  
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transmission rate. The highly reconfigurable shallow massive MIMO 

underwater communication system provides the various improvements such as 

less extended time delay exact frequency selective and dynamic nature of 

modem.  

 The software-based channel estimation algorithms can control the null 

subcarriers and pilot subcarriers efficiently. When the different number of 

carriers and subcarriers in the multipath communication system can create 

fading, and intercarrier interference causes mall functionality at transmission 

and reception. In this scenario proposes a highly reconfigurable massive 

MIMO UAC for channel estimation [26]. The experimental results generate 

the maximum datarates, i.e. 4.38kbps and bit error rate 0.004; this satisfactory 

result solves the channel estimation problems.  

                                        
∫         

∫        
     √

∫              

∫        
                       (10) 

                                   
∫         

∫        
     √∫(    )

 
       

∫        
                          (11) 

 Equation 10 & 11 clearly explains about doppler delay and Doppler 

frequency calculation for identifying the cross power spectral density. Here Q 

is obtained delay and    is the standard deviation for different subcarriers and 

pilot symbols. Using these mathematical computations quickly identifies the 

mean square error [27, 28].  

 The underwater sea communication and its commercial oceanography 

applications are the most critical and recent experimental studies. These 

investigations detect the various parameters related to human applications. In 

this paper, hydrodynamic water surface condition based communication is 

established. The bit error rate attained all training pluses by the 

BPSK,QPSK,8PSK modulation. The low-speed acoustic water 

communication raises the propagation delay, when we are used line of sight 

and non-line of sight reflective methods, then automatically propagation delay 

is reduced. This heuristic technique improves the accuracy of an underwater 

communication system. 

                             * (
 

  
)   (

  

  
)          +                                    (12) 

 The above mathematical equation consists of many parameters, i.e.   = 

over sampling factor; it decides the compressed sensing nature of the sparse 

channel. W is limited non-zero entries. After the parameter equalization, we 

are moving to channel estimation methods. In channel equalization inter 

symbol interference and inter carrier interference has been improved using 

massive MIMO technique. The channel equalization maintains the specialized 

interference cancellation techniques. The frequency-domain equalizer and 

time-domain equalizer designed for filtration of compensated interferences.  
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 The above equation is supporting the channel equalization and 

corresponding signal interference noise ratio. Ps represents signal power Piciis 

ICI power and remaining are IBI powers; these all parameters can easily 

identify the SINR and figure out the channel equalization.  

        ,∑ ∑ ∑   [ ]            (                )      
    

   
   
   

  
   

                                                -    
                                (14) 

The channel detection is mainly depending upon signal raw information after 

removing the noise. The massive MIMO detectors or receivers and 

combination of various algorithms gives the detection, estimation, 

equalization and decoding. The equation 10 demonstrate that Doppler 

distortion from total paths in underwater communication. Equation 11 clearly 

demonstrate that number of observations in the available subcarriers. This 

fundamental mathematical computation calculates the ambient noise at 

intercarrier interference. 

  [ ]  ∑ ∑     [   ]  
     
     

  
   [ ]    [ ]                                    (15) 

Where ‗D‘ is the direct neighbours, ‗H‘ is impulse response, ‗S‘ is the input 

subcarrier and ‗m‘ is residual of ICI. The underwater communication with 

wireless sensor network can be designed by using a medium access control 

protocol. It is a development of UAC sensor network with layer design. This 

work can quickly diminish energy efficiency and improves the throughput of 

the underwater acoustic environment. In this research, the differentiation of 

underwater acoustic communication and terrestrial systems. This 

implementation improves the performance of UAC-MAC and resolves the 

issues of datarates and energy efficiency. 

 

4 Channel Dissimilarity Issues Based on Modulation  

 The above all research work can solve the limitations of general MIMO 

underwater communication, i.e. the data rates, dynamic nature of the channel 

and probability of error. The following explanation demonstrates that 

advantages of UAC. 

 The underwater acoustic communication channels suppress the weighted 

Fourier fractional frequency. The single carrier communication does not 

efficient operations. The partial Fourier transform with hybrid carrier 

communication establishes the multi-carrier transmission and reception. This 

robust architecture mitigates the intercarrier-interference of UAC after the 

partial Fourier transform demodulation techniques. Moreover generated 

results superior the UAC at high SNR and data rates. 
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Figure 4 curve relationship of SNR vs detection probability. 

 

 The novel approaches of spectrum signal detection by the underwater 

communication method gives the relations of signal to noise ratio and 

detection probability. In this work figure 4 and 5 demonstrate that 8PSK 

achieves more detection probability compare with QPSK,BPSK. 

 
Figure 5 Number of observation vs detection probability. 

 

 The number of observations and detection probability has to be increasing 

8PSK by comparing with other modulation schemes.  
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5 Conclusion and Future Work  

 In this study, using different underwater modulation schemes, we 

analyzed and simulated various scenarios with different depth, distance, and 

BER values to make a fair comparison between the modulation schemes. as 

our simulation results showed BPSK, QPSK and 8 PSK techniques achieved 

Better BER, signal to noise ration, and detection probability. Hence, choosing 

these techniques can help to prolong the underwater design lifetime by 

improving reliability and efficiency. The massive MIMO design solves the 

channel multipath issues and subcarrier problems in UAC. In future work, we 

are concentrating on massive MIMO-OFDM underwater acoustic 

communication based highest M-ary PSK to get the better result based on 

SNR and bit error rate. The simulation results are observed using MATLAB 

software. 
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